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My best friend’s Dad  
Says I belong in class 
Skipping school’s not normal 
Lying on cold ground  
It’s not what I had planned 
It’s hardly school formal 
 
The children of the revolution 
We never knew normal  
We were only just waiting 
For the bomb, bomb, bomb 
For the bomb, bomb, bomb. 
We never knew normal  
Only just waiting. 
 
What’s that he said 
‘Got my whole life ahead’ 
Yeah I’m feeling that. 
Where’s the will to be kind? 
We’re leaving men behind 
Is this who we are? 
 
The children of the revolution 
We never knew normal  
We were only just waiting 
For the bomb, bomb, bomb 
For the bomb, bomb, bomb. 
We never knew normal  
Only just waiting. 
 
Guys are you struggling to perceive the threat or its size 
Just cause today its not falling from planes form the skies. 
 
What’s that he said 
‘Got my whole life ahead’ 
Yeah I’m feeling that. 
Where’s the will to be kind? 
We’re leaving men behind 
Is this who we are? 
 
 
The children of the revolution 
We never knew normal  
We were only just waiting 
For the bomb, bomb, bomb 
For the bomb, bomb, bomb. 



We never knew normal  
Only just waiting. 

  



Children of the Revolution 

 
Verse 1 
Gm                      Bb 
My best friend’s Dad  
                            Cm 
Says I belong in class 
                                                 Dm 
Skipping school’s not normal 
Gm                         Bb 
       Lying on cold ground  
                                 Cm 
It’s not what I had planned 
                                          Dm 
It’s hardly school formal 
 
Chorus 
Gm                                      Bb 
The children of the revolution 
   
        Cm 
We never knew normal  
                Dm 
we were only just waiting 
               Gm 
For the bomb, bomb, bomb 
              Bb 
For the bomb, bomb, bomb. 
       Cm 
We never knew normal  
Dm                             
Only just waiting. 
 
Break 
Gm    Bb      Cm     Dm 
Gm    Bb      Cm     Dm 
 
Verse 2 
Gm                      Bb 
What’s that he said 
                                     Cm 
 ‘Got my whole life ahead’ 
                              Dm 
Yeah I’m feeling that. 
Gm                                         Bb 
      Where’s the will to be kind? 
                                       Cm 



We’re leaving men behind 
                           Dm 
Is this who we are? 
 
Chorus 
Gm                                      Bb 
The children of the revolution 
   
        Cm 
We never knew normal  
                Dm 
we were only just waiting 
               Gm 
For the bomb, bomb, bomb 
              Bb 
For the bomb, bomb, bomb. 
       Cm 
We never knew normal  
Dm                             
Only just waiting. 
 
Middle Eight – Instrumental 
Cm      D       Bb       F      C 
Cm      D       Bb       F      C 
 
Middle Eight 
Cm                    D                   Bb                    F                    C 
Guys are you struggling to perceive the threat or its size 
Cm                 D                  Bb                 F                           C 
Just cause today its not falling from planes form the skies. 
 
Verse 3 
Gm                      Bb 
What’s that he said 
                                     Cm 
 ‘Got my whole life ahead’ 
                              Dm 
Yeah I’m feeling that. 
Gm                                         Bb 
      Where’s the will to be kind? 
                                       Cm 
We’re leaving men behind 
                           Dm 
Is this who we are? 
 
 
Chorus 



Gm                                      Bb 
The children of the revolution 
   
        Cm 
We never knew normal  
                Dm 
we were only just waiting 
               Gm 
For the bomb, bomb, bomb 
              Bb 
For the bomb, bomb, bomb. 
       Cm 
We never knew normal  
Dm                             
Only just waiting. 
 
 
 
 


